A second order Mond-Weir type dual is presented for a non-differentiable multiobjective optimization problem with square root terms in the objective as well as in the constraints. Optimality and duality results are presented. Classes of generalized higher order η -bonvex and related functions are introduced to study the optimality and duality results. A fractional case is presented at the end.
INTRODUCTION
The notion of second order duality was first introduced by Mangasarian [15] . The motivation behind the construction of a second order dual was the applicability in the development of algorithms for certain problems. The second order dual has computational advantage over the first order dual as it provides a tighter bound for the value of the objective function when approximations are used. One more advantage of second order duality is that, if a feasible point for the problem is provided and first order duality does not hold then, one can use a second order dual to get a lower bound for the value of primal objective function [13] . Recently, several authors [1, 2 and 14] have studied second order duality for various classes of optimization problems.
R.R. Sahay, G. Bhatia / Optimality And Second Order Duality 222 Under the assumption that means, variances and covariances of the random variables are known, Sinha [18] established a way that a stochastic linear programming problem leads to a deterministic nonlinear programming problem, where the functions involve square roots of positive semi-definite quadratic forms. It is generally difficult to solve such problems because of non-differentiability of square root terms involved. However, it is useful to study the duality aspects of such problems, which may easily lead to the solution of these problems. First order duality for various forms of scalar as well as multiobjective optimization problems, involving square root terms of certain positive semi-definite quadratic forms have been studied by many authors (see, for example [6,7,14,16,18 and 19] ). Practical applications of these problems can be found in multi-facility location problems and in portfolio selection problem.
In this paper, a second order Mond-Weir type dual for a multiobjecitve optimization problem involving square root terms in objectives as well as the constraining functions is presented, and duality results are established. For this purpose, we introduce classes of generalized higher order η -bonvex and related functions. The results of this paper are more general than the corresponding results already existing in literature [4, 15] .
PRELIMINARIES
Let X be a nonempty subset of n R endowed with the Euclidean norm || || ⋅ . 
Definition 2.1 A function : f X R → is said to be locally Lipschitz if for each bounded subset B of X, there exists a constant
0 l ≥ such that ( ) ( ) || || f x f y l x y − ≤ − , for all , x y B ∈ .
Definition 2.2 The directional derivative of a function
From lemma 2.1, it follows that for all 0 ( ), 1,2,..., We shall need the following generalized Schwarz inequality in the sequel. Multiobjective optimization problems are encountered in many areas of human activity including engineering and management. For many interesting applications and development of multiobjective optimization, one may refer to [8] . In this paper, we study the following multiobjective optimization problem; [12] .
We now present the following obvious implications of the above definition. 
OPTIMALITY
We now derive the following necessary optimality conditions for (MOP). 1, 1,... 
Hence from (3.10) and (3.11), we have 0 0
DUALITY
We now propose the following second order Mond-Weir type dual for (MOP).
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On using (4.1), the inequality (4.7) yields
Contrary to the result of the theorem, let 
